COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

Haworth Improv Task/Side Seating and Occasional Tables are designed and tested for durability, safety, comfort and appearance under normal use based on our internal test standards and those recommended by the Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association (BIFMA).

Improv Task/Side Seating and Occasional Tables meet or exceed the applicable test requirements from ANSI/BIFMA X5.1-2002, General Purpose Office Chairs and ANSI/BIFMA X5.5-2008 Desk and Table Products - Tests, based on testing completed in Haworth’s Test Lab. The lab is accredited for third party ANSI/BIFMA testing by the American Association for Laboratory Accreditation.

Improv Series Seating also complies with the requirements of California Technical Bulletin 117, and can be manufactured to meet the requirements of California Technical Bulletin 133, when specified.

All testing information is confidential.

Copies of ANSI/BIFMA test standards may be obtained from BIFMA International (616) 285-3963 or www.bifma.com.
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